
Simplify your remote 
device deployment

LENOVO REMOTE WORK ENABLEMENT SOLUTION

Ship a ready-to-go  
remote office 
Connecting your employees and onboarding new hires in  
a remote setting are major challenges for any business.  
Lenovo’s Remote Work Enablement solution delivers flexible, 
mobile capabilities to help you power a remote work model 
while saving time and avoiding IT speed bumps.

The Remote Work Enablement Solution brings workforce 
productivity and efficiency with all the hardware, software, 
and premium services your business needs to keep moving 
forward. We’ll ship the essentials, ready to use with optional 
pre-configuration, direct to your employees at home  
or the office. 

Remote workers get up and running faster with the latest 
modern devices like the ThinkPad® X1 Yoga with Intel vPro,® An 
Intel® Evo™ Design, for an exceptional thin and light business 
laptop experience. And they get all the seamless connectivity 
they need to stay that way. Your IT department also gets 
support with a full suite of comprehensive configuration 
services so they’re free to  focus on other efforts.

Hardware
• Lenovo Think PCs. Best-in-class computing; Lenovo 

ThinkShield converged security solutions

Software
• Advanced Endpoint Protection. Autonomous endpoint 

protection that prevents, detects, and responds to attacks
• Ready-to-provision operating system and essential 

drivers. Deployment management for a fraction of manual 
imaging cost and effort

• Lenovo Cloud Deploy. Custom preloads, imaging, or 
application deployment from anywhere

• Microsoft Windows Autopilot. Set up and pre-configure 
new devices, readying them for productive use

Services 
• Custom Fulfillment Services ship solutions directly  

to end users with overpack and tied shipments
• Complete configuration — imaging, optimization,  

drop in the box, BIOS settings, and more
• Accidental Damage Protection for accidents  

beyond the system warranty
• Lenovo Sealed Battery Warranty  

coverage up to three years
• Hardware and software security  

assurance from factory to end user
• Lenovo CO2 Offset Services
• Lenovo Premier Support



Built to drive today’s 
hybrid workforce
The Lenovo Remote Work Enablement solution powers 
your remote and hybrid teams with smart, efficient, 
innovative ways to collaborate and get things done. 
Easy to deploy and manage, these tools scale with your 
business. The result: enhanced innovative IT solutions, 
reduced costs and administration, and improved 
productivity and performance.

The Lenovo Remote Work Enablement solution is ready 
to ship and add value to your organization today. And it’s 
also available as a service through Lenovo TruScale,™ giving 
you added flexibility to meet evolving business needs and 
reduce upfront costs.

Contact your Lenovo Account Representative 
or local Business Partner.
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• Easy setup can include modern devices like the ThinkPad® 
X1 Carbon with Intel vPro,® An Intel® Evo™ Design, built 
for what IT needs and users want — plus external display, 
accessories, software, and instructions

• Standardizes employee experience and speeds new 
employee onboarding

• Consistent integration enables increased flexibility for 
remote and office-based workers

• Reduces downtime, technical issues, and IT administration 
by enabling end user deployment on day one

• Enables users to troubleshoot with custom drop-in-
the-box services, employee communications, custom 
documentation, deployment instructions, and support 
information

• Lowers employee turnover by powering remote and 
hybrid productivity, improving job satisfaction and results

• Provides users with device security that leverages AI to 
mitigate risks and vulnerabilities

• Speeds onboarding of new hires and delivers quick 
integration with the entire team, even in a remote setting

Source: Lenovo, “SSG Global Study of CIOs,” January 2022

of IT leaders expect 
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